
MAY 31, 1965 "AF" TYPE RELAYS 
(Card No. 1) 

General purpose wire spring relays for normal spring loads. Have two or three parallel rows of wire contact springs, each row molded into 
an individual base. The wire springs are tensioned during manufacture and are positioned by a fixed card and a moving card. The fixed 
card is attached to the relay frame and the moving card is actuated by the armature. Relays having two rows of springs contain only 
make or break contacts. Relays having three rows of springs contain both make and break contacts. Stationary contact springs have 
bar type contacts of No. 2 metal unless otherwise indicated by a footnote. Moving contact springs are arranged in pairs to provide twin 
contacts, each moving wire having bar contacts of No. 2 metal with a gold overlay. All terminals are arranged for mechanically wrapped 
connections. 

On some of these relays, the movement of the armature causes one group of contact pairs to make (or break) before a second group of contact 
pairs make ( or break) and the second group of contact pairs to make ( or break) before a third group of contact pairs make ( or break). 
("Group" as used herein should be interpreted to mean one or more.) Those groups of contact pairs which make (or break) last are called 
"ordinary" contacts, those which make (or break) prior to "ordinary" contacts are called "early' contacts and those which make (or break) 
prior to "early" contacts are called "preliminary" contacts. Some relays may have only "ordinary" contacts, others may have both "ordi
nary" and "early" contacts and others may have "ordinary," "early" and "preliminary" contacts. On the following cards, the contacts 
of a relay are identified by a "Spring Combination Number" which is referred to in connection with a description of the relays. Sl)ring 
combination numbers from 1 to 199 are assigned to single-stage (short travel) relays, 200 to 399 to 2-stage (intermediate travel) relays, and 
400 to 499 to 3-stage (long travel) relays. 

Current values specified are readjust values. Circuit test values are 105% of the operate and hold values and 95% of the non-operate and re
lease values. 

Construction of the relays is such that insulating bushings are not required in the associated mounting plate. 

On new or repaired relays inductive windings do not vary more than ± 10% and non-inductive windings more than ± 5% from their rated 
resistance value unless otherwise indicated by footnote. 

Can be obtained equipped with a No. 4B clip, a P-19A890 flexible mounting, and a P-19A146 crosstalk shield when specified in the order. 

Will mount on 1-5/8 inch horizontal and 2 inch vertical centers, and, when located adjacent to similar relays, will mount on 1-1/2 inch hori
zontal centers. Relays equipped with a P-19A146 crosstalk shield will mount on 1-3/4 inch hori'zontal centers. 

Codes in the AF500 and up series have long life features. 
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